Introduction of Arcadia: Rev. Msgr. Richard Liddy

Issue Introduction: Elliot Guerra

Stories, Essays, and Poetry:
*A Resurrection and Mystery Story (Thomas Reagan)
*“All Things to All People”: The Christ-Figure Present in Evelyn Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited (Christy Guerra)
*Reason, Love, and Contemplation as Characters and the Salvific Role of the Virgin Mary in Divina Commedia (Meghan Conda)
*A Prayer to St. Francis (Kaitlyn Delengowski)
*For my friend, the dreamer (Kaitlyn Delengowski)
*Master Plan (Kaitlyn Delengowski)
*It is Morning, Now, Lord (Thomas P. Levy)
*Inspired by the Holy Spirit (Tom Nemecek)
*Our Hope (Tom Nemecek)
*We Were Boys (Tom Nemecek)
*Adapted from the Song, “Weeping Mother” (Tom Nemecek)
*Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam (Gabriel Rohaidy)
*First Breath (Gabriel Rohaidy)

**Excerpts from the Oxford Journals:**

*Eliot Guerra
*Daniel Lowry
*Francis Tanczos
Editorial Board:  
Elliot Guerra, Managing Editor

Faculty:
Nancy Enright, Ph.D.
Rev. Msgr. Richard Liddy, Ph.D.
James McCartin, Ph.D.

Student:
Joseph W. McQuaide, IV
Annalise Weidnel

Introduction: Elliot Guerra

Issue Introduction: Nancy Enright, Ph.D.

Stories, Essays, and Poetry:
* ‘The Going to the Dead’ in the Theology of Hans Urs von Balthasar (Kathryn Elizabeth Sheldon)
* The Doctrine of Personalism in European Politics (Stephen Chase Pepper)
* The Hylomorphic View of the Mind (Thomas Meyers)
* In View of the Acropolis (Emmanuel Vozos)
* My Father Would Still Be Standing (Emmanuel Vozos)
* Touch Football and David’s Father (Emmanuel Vozos)
* Zero (Emmanuel Vozos)
* To Be Frank (Emmanuel Vozos)
* Waxing Angelic (Dorothy Krajewski)
* Fresh Air Musing (Dorothy Krajewski)
*Coronation Scene (Peter Donahue)
*The Hermeneutic of the Sculptor in the Ceiling of the Sistine Chapel (Stephen Chase Pepper)
*An Interview with Stephen M. Barr, Ph.D. (Elliot Guerra)
Editorial Board:
Elliot Guerra, Managing Editor

Faculty:
Nancy Enright, Ph.D.
Rev. Msgr. Richard Liddy, Ph.D.
James McCartin, Ph.D.

Student:
Era Murzaku
Jackie Hobbs

Introduction: Elliot Guerra

Issue Introduction: James McCartin, Ph.D.

Stories, Essays, and Poetry:

*Dante’s Greater Society: The Message and Audience of The Divine Comedy (Andrew Trzaska)
*Haul Out the Holy: A Catholic Perspective on Public Religious Displays at Christmas (Eilish R. Harrington)
*The Oxford Experience (Christin Grow)
*The Coexistence of Science and Religion in the Shaping of the Modern World (Era Murzaku)
*The Artist Above (James Harris)
*SHU Gym, 1988 (Rev. James M. Cafone)
*The Friends (Rev. James M. Cafone)
*Untitled (Rev. James M. Cafone)
*Misty Day (Rev. James M. Cafone)
*The Long Ago (Rev. James M. Cafone)
Editorial Board:
Gloria Garafulich-Grabois, Editor
Elliot Guerra, Managing Editor
Alexander P. Grabois, Associate Editor
James Harris, Associate Editor
Andrea Aguirre, Editorial Assistant

Faculty:
Nancy Enright, Ph.D.

Student:
Kaitlin Owens
Ysabella Esteban

Introduction: Elliot Guerra

Issue Introduction: Nancy Enright, Ph.D.

Stories, Essays, and Poetry:
* Oxford Reflections (Alexander P. Grabois)
* Letter from Worcester, Mass (Msgr. Thomas J. Sullivan)
* Excerpt from Oxford Journal (Francis G. Tanczos)
* The Oxford Experience (Martine Thompson)
* Vocation and Servant Leadership (Christin Grow)
* Servant Leadership Through the Oxford Experience (Gregory D. Kelly)
* Reflection on the Catholic Vision (Joe MacKinnon)
* Vocations (Susan White)
* Chorus of Ages (John Debold)
* Stranger in a Familiar Land (Magdalena Dewane)
* Little Greatness (James Harris)
*Prayer of Thanksgiving (David R. Foster)
*Self-Consciousness (Kaitlin M. Owens)
*A True Gift (James Harris)
*The Shroud of Turin (Era Murzaku)

Course Syllabus

Photo Gallery
Editorial Board:
Gloria Garafulich-Grabois, Editor
Alexander P. Grabois, Managing Editor

Faculty:
Rev. Msgr. Richard Liddy, S.T.L., Ph.D.

Introduction: Alexander P. Grabois

Issue Introduction: Msgr. Richard Liddy

Articles:
* Servant Leadership (Kathleen Walsh)
* A Home for the Heart, the Mind and the Spirit (Tara Hart)
* Leadership: Everyone Can Do It (Amanda Genabith)
* Servant Leadership (Melissa Boege)
* Being Catholic at Seton Hall University (Nestor Almeida)
* Keys to the Kingdom (John Barron)
* Spain and World Youth Day, 2011 (Alexander P. Grabois)
* Chesterton, Lewis and Walter Hooper (Connor McDonough)
* Once Upon a Time (Megan Shane)
* A Visit to the Homes of Two Great English Catholics (Victoria Tolan)
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